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The change of electron density in moving plasma in this paper is empirically determined according

to multiple ground-based experimental results and the assumption of the Maxwell distribution.

Moreover, the equation of the magnetic field intensity, dominated by the current due to the collec-

tive electron movement during the expansion, is presented on the basis of the Biot-Savart law, and

its relationship with time and space is subsequently depicted. In addition, hypervelocity impact

experiments on a 2AL12 target have been carried out using a two-stage light gas gun to accelerate

a 2AL12 projectile of 6.4 mm to 6.2 km/s. Spiral coils are designed to measure the intensity of the

electromagnetic field induced by this impact. The experimental results show that the magnetic field

strength is an alternate pulse maintaining nearly 1 ms and its maximum is close to 15 lT, which is

strong enough to interfere with the communication circuit and chip in spacecrafts. Lastly, numeri-

cal simulation of the magnetic field intensity using this experimental parameter reveals that the

intensity in our estimation from our theory tends to be well consistent with the experimental data in

the first peak of the pulse signal. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5009067

I. INTRODUCTION

With space frequently explored, hypervelocity debris

and meteoroids increasingly pose a threat to spacecrafts. So

far,1 there are as much as 2700 tons of debris from the low

earth orbit (LEO) to the high earth orbit (GEO), which is an

alarming and challenging matter for human spacecraft.

Materials erupted by the hypervelocity impact may

include debris, melting materials, and plasma, which is com-

monly considered a major source of electromagnetic dam-

age.2–6 Since the plasma was experimentally observed by

Fichtenicht and Slattery in 1963,7 many researchers have

focused on the measurement of plasma characteristic param-

eters and the expansion process. Smith and Adams8 found

the generation of electrons and collected a number of them

using an electronic amplifier when the iron projectile

impacted the molybdenum target, figuring out that charges

can be produced even under a velocity lower than 1 km/s and

obtained a ¼ 0:85 for vp > 1km=s, though a ¼ 1:33 for vp <
1 km=s in the empirical formulation Q/ma

pvb
p.9–11 Other

researchers had a different range of a close to 1 and b from

2.8 to 4.8. Crawford12–15 analyzed that the electron tempera-

ture reached 0.39 eV when the impact velocity was between

5.2 km/s and 6 km/s and the density had the order of magni-

tude of 109–1011=cm�3 and proposed the model of plasma

expansion through experimental pictures and simultaneously

depicted the relationship between the intensity of the electro-

magnetic field and impact parameters. The impacted-induced

magnetic field intensity was tested using coils, and its

relation to plasma was developed by incorporating advection

of the plasma as well as electron density and temperature

gradients. Harano16 conducted an impact test on solar arrays

at a velocity of about v ¼ 4 km=s to verify the discharge

event relevant to the sustained plasma arc and also calculated

an electron temperature of about 0.56 eV and obtained

the electron density using the triple probe method. Lee

et al.17–19 carried out impact experiments on a variety of

charging targets at a velocity of 72 km/s using a Van de

Graaff dust accelerator; after that, they offered a theoretical

expansion model for impact-plasma by dividing its motion

into four independent phases on which the plasma was

treated as different matters according to its characteristics

and demonstrated that the radio frequency (RF) emissions

were coming from the plasma.20,21 Much attention has been

paid to finding the RF signal in hypervelocity impact. Close

et al.22–25 pointed out that the possibility of RF emission was

closely related to impact velocity and presented a theory for

the generation of electromagnetic pulses. Fletcher26 simu-

lated the plasma production in hypervelocity impact and con-

firmed that the velocity threshold of RF emissions is the

same as that of fully ionized plasma. Pert27 thought that the

magnetic field is produced because of the motion of charged

particles and established the kinematic equation for it.

Srnka28 believed that the thermal drive current and induced

magnetic field exited at the initial stage of impact plasma.

The current study is aimed at measuring magnetic field

intensity associated with impact plasma using spiral coils

and establishing a theory for it to calculate its intensity. The

results can be viewed as a reference and primary work for

spacecraft protection from hypervelocity impact.
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II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD PROPERTY
ANALYSIS

Before the establishment of the induced electromagnetic

field theory in the flowing plasma, two fundamental assump-

tions are briefly made: (a) the plasma quickly equilibrates

when it fully forms and merely expands into the ambient

vacuum area under the influence of density and thermal pres-

sure gradient; (b) the energy of all charged particles in the

plasma is the same, that is, the force imposed on each elec-

tron and positive ion is identical. Considering the electron’s

relatively light quality, its acceleration is far greater than that

of the positive ion, resulting in the charge separation per-

formed by the coherent collective motion of electrons, which

provides an explanation for the generation of the electromag-

netic field in the inhomogeneous plasma.

With the plasma quickly reaching equilibrium, the dis-

tribution of the number of charged particles is Maxwellian.

If the central charged particles in the initial plasma are ions,

then the number density of electrons and ions can be

expressed by

ne ¼ neo exp
Neeu
kTe

� �
; (1)

ni ¼ nio exp �Nizieu
kTe

� �
: (2)

Here, e and i stand for the electrons and ions, respectively,

neoð1=cm�3Þ is the quasi-neutral plasma electron number

density, nioð1=cm�3Þ is the quasi-neutral plasma ion number

density, Ne and Ni are the number of electrons and ions, zi is

the ion charge number, u is the electric potential of central

charged particles, k ¼ 1:38� 10�23 J=K is the Boltzmann

constant, and TeðeVÞ is the electron temperature. For the

plasma, the average kinetic energy is far greater than the

potential energy and thus

exp
eu
kTe

� �
� 1þ eu

kTe
: (3)

Electric potential of any point in space meets Poisson’s

equation

r2uðrÞ ¼ � 1

e0

ðn1zie� neeÞ: (4)

Here, e0 ¼ 8:85� 10�12F=m is the vacuum dielectric con-

stant. The boundary condition is such that uðr !1Þ ¼ 0,

and then, the number density of charged particles in the

radial direction can be eventually described as

ne ¼ neo 1þ 1

kTe

Nee2

4pe0r
exp � r

kD

� �" #
; (5)

ni ¼ nio 1� 1

kTe

Nezie
2

4pe0r
exp � r

kD

� �" #
; (6)

where kD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0Te=neoe2

p
ðlmÞ is the Debye radius, and

rðmmÞ is the distance away from the central charged particles.

We suppose that the variation of electron density in the

plasma during the expansion process is the function of both

time and space and consequently can be deduced by the fol-

lowing equation:

ne ¼ gf tð Þneo 1þ 1

kTe

Nee2

4pe0r
exp � r

kD

� � !
; (7)

where g is the attenuation coefficient relevant to the colli-

sional radiative emission process.

Assuming that the expanding plasma generated by

hypervelocity impact is approximately thin and collisionless,

so, the attenuation coefficient can be thought to be g ¼ 1.29

According to multiple ground-based experimental results

especially carried out by the two-stage light gun, the change

of electron density over time can be empirically determined

by the sinusoidal function. The electron temperature in the

local equilibrium plasma can be roughly considered to be a

constant Te ¼ 0:515 eV, and the initial plasma density equals

neo ¼ 3� 109=cm�3 averaged by plenty of experimental

consequences. So, Eq. (7) is transformed into

ne ¼ 3� 109 sin xtð Þ 1þ 8385

r
exp �10rð Þ

� �
: (8)

Here, x is the frequency. As is shown in Fig. 1, at a certain

distance not far from the impact point, the electron density

rapidly accumulates to a maximum value in the early time of

impact and then gradually decreases, while it steeply decays

with space when we observe it in some moment.

As noted above, we neglect the charged particle colli-

sion in the plasma so that the electron can be thought as a

single particle moving in the expansion process. If, however,

electrons are only under the influence of density and thermal

pressure gradient, then the momentum equation of the elec-

tron can be simplified as

me
@u
*

e

@t
þ u

*

e � r
*

� �
u
*

e

� �
¼ � 1

ne
r neTeð Þ: (9)

Here, me is the electron mass, ue is the velocity of the elec-

tron, and r is the Laplace operator.

Cartesian and spherical coordinate systems are estab-

lished in Fig. 2, in which the origin is the impact point and

the y-direction is determined by the right-hand rule. In this

schematic diagram, the realm of plasma induced by oblique

impact is bound to a cone angle u, and the current of micro-

element displayed in the blue part, caused by electron move-

ment, dominates in the production of magnetic field dB, and

hence, the relationship between magnetic field intensity and

plasma characteristic parameters can be set up by the Biot-

Savart law

dB ¼ l0

4p
dIdl sin h

R2
; (10)

where l0 ¼ 4p� 10�7Tm=A is the vacuum magnetic per-

meability, dI ¼ neueeds is the current strength of the micro-

element, dl is the length of the current, h is the angle between

the plasma velocity and the observation point, and R is the
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distance between the plasma velocity and the observation

point. This equation is integrable. Substituting Eqs. (8) and

(9) into Eq. (10), we can calculate the magnetic field inten-

sity as follows:

B ¼ �2:5155� 1015 l0e sin2uTet

meR2
sin xtð Þ: (11)

Here, u ¼ p=4 is the plasma cone angle in our analysis, and

x ¼ 4p is attained by these experimental results.

The law of magnetic field intensity induced by the

plasma in different locations is depicted in Fig. 3. It can be

seen that the farther the observation point away from the

impact point is the notably weaker the magnetic intensity

becomes, which indicates an appropriate measurement dis-

tance to detect the signal. The magnetic strength in the same

location first increases to a peak and then decays within less

than 1 ms, which is similar to the expansion process of the

plasma in the timescale.

III. TEST RESULTS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD PRODUCED BY HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT

A. Experimental basic parameters

In this experiment, the thickness of the square 2AL12

aluminum target plate (Fig. 4) is 15 mm, and the diameter of

FIG. 1. Changes of the electron density in expansion plasma. (a) 3-D display of the electron density over time and space. (b) Accumulation in the early time.

(c) Attenuation in the end.

FIG. 2. The schematic diagram of electromagnetic field production in hyper-

velocity impact.
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the 2AL12 projectile (Fig. 4), accelerated by the two-stage

light gas gun [Fig. 5(a)], is 6.4 mm. The impact speed

recorded using a magnetic velocimeter is 6.2 km/s, and the

collision angle between the projectile and target plate is

45�. The pressure in the nearly vacuum target chamber is

103 Pa before the impact. As is shown in Fig. 5(b), spiral

coils, well protected by shells in the experiments in order

to be repeatedly used, are at coordinates (0, 100, 100)

away from the collision point to measure the intensity of

the magnetic field.30,31 According to the empirical formula

of the distribution area of debris produced by hyperveloc-

ity impact, this arrangement of the spiral coils, located in

the y-z plane, is in an area with relatively little debris

impact.

B. Design of helical coil

Loop spiral coils working on the basis of the law of

ampere can effectively measure the annular magnetic field.11 In

this experiment, spiral coils wrapped around a skeleton with a

circular cross-section, uniform single-layer and closely inter-

twined, are used to form an external integrated circuit (Fig. 6).

When the magnetic field passes through the coil, it will

interact with the coil to produce mutual inductance, leading

to the generation of current. The differential equation of the

electric circuit due to the interaction can be given by the

Thevenin theorem

Emf � ðM þ L0Þ
di

dt
� ðRþ R0Þi�

1

C

ðt
0

idt ¼ 0; (12)

where Emf ðvÞ is the induced electromotive force, MðHÞ and

L0ðHÞ are the mutual induction and self-inductance coeffi-

cients, iðAÞ is the current strength, RðXÞ and R0ðXÞ are the

external and coil resistances, and CðFÞ is the capacitance.

When choosing a suitable integrated circuit, we must pay

close attention to two limitations that external resistance R
has a minimum 1=tC and coil’s self-induction L should sat-

isfy tL� Z, of which t is the measured signal frequency

and Z is the impedance of the signal cable. The geometric

parameters of spiral coils are concretely shown in Table I.

C. Analysis of the ability to resist external magnetic
fields of spiral coils

It is well known that the externally disturbing magnetic

fields including those induced by metal lattice damages in

the target and the magnetic field produced by the impact

plasma are mutually coupled with each other. We denote a

magnetic induction intensity as BðtÞ, whose size and direc-

tion are arbitrary and can be divided into three projection

directions Bx;By;Bz in the Cartesian coordinate system [Fig.

7(a)]. The magnetic field intensity within the scope of the

cross-sectional area of the coil is uniform. As is shown in

Fig. 7(b), the magnetic flux Bx or By passing through a spiral

coil can be calculated by the formulation
Ð 2p

0
SBx cos hdh.

The magnetic flux of the horizontal magnetic field (Bx and

By) can offset each other when going through the spiral coil,

so
Ð 2p

0
SBx cos hdh ¼ 0, that is, spiral coils can be placed par-

allel to the horizontal plane to effectively shield those mag-

netic fields produced in this plane. Though, under the effect

of the magnetic field component (Bz)perpendicular to spiral

FIG. 3. Magnetic field intensity variation in different observation distances.

FIG. 4. The projectile and crater morphology.
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coils [Fig. 7(c)], the coils will cause an electromotive force,

which verifies the fact that spiral coils can measure vertical

magnetic induction intensity. As a result, if spiral coils are

put in the plane vertical to the direction of the plasma magnetic

field, we can obviously eliminate the interference from the hori-

zontal magnetic field generated by the lattice damage. In our

experiments, spiral coils are placed parallel to the x-z plane to

ensure that the majority of the magnetic field measured can be

approximately thought to be from the moving plasma.

D. Results of the experiments

Figure 8 demonstrates the consequence of the induced elec-

tromagnetic field intensity in the experiments, from which we

can conclude that the whole process of magnetic field produc-

tion lasts about 1 ms after the collision and the output signal is a

vibrating signal with four significant peaks. It is deemed that the

signal is almost from the plasma induced by the hypervelocity

impact by eliminating the influences from the debris impact and

damage to the sensors. On the one hand, the former factor is

negligible because the coils are put in an area beyond the major-

ity of debris. Also, the coils are only sensitive to the change of

the magnetic field, if there exits debris impact, the coils will be

immune to it. On the other hand, the coils, collected after the

experiments, are completely intact and can be repeatedly used

in the experiments. It is noticeable that the amplitude of the

magnetic field intensity shows an upward trend with time when

the distance between the space current and the observation point

shrinks and the last positive peak in our signal nearly reaches a

maximum value of 15 lT, which is strong enough to interfere

with the communication circuit and chip. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to be well prepared to protect aerospace equipment from

the impact plasma. Besides, the first peak signal in our experi-

mental results (6lT) remains well consistent with our theoreti-

cal analysis in Fig. 3 (8lT) at the initial stage during the

expansion process when we make the hypothesis that central

particles in the moving plasma are mainly ions, while the subtle

numerical difference is probably attributed to the ignorance of

other forces like viscous force imposed on electrons.

Furthermore, the signal in our theoretical analysis shown in Fig.

3 is unipolar when we think that electrons in the initial stage of

the plasma produced by the hypervelocity impact move faster

than ions, in which case the direction of the space current will

FIG. 5. The sketch map of the experi-

mental apparatus. (a) Experimental

loading system and (b) arrangement of

the spiral coil.

TABLE I. Geometry parameters of spiral coil.

Turns

Coil radius

(mm)

Skeleton

cross

section

radius

(mm)

Skeleton

length

(mm)

Screw

pitch

Resistance

(K) Capacitance

875 4 0.4 35.5 0 10 C ¼ 0:01 lF

FIG. 6. Diagram of the external-integral spiral coil and plasma coupling

circuit.
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be unaltered. The signal acquired in the experiments, however,

is bipolar attributed to the more complicated process that elec-

trons will be subjected to the electric field force after faster

movement and thus move opposite to ions, which will generate

a reverse space current or magnetic field.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In our investigation, according to multiple ground-based

experimental results and the assumption of the electron den-

sity’s Maxwell distribution, the equation of the magnetic field

intensity is deduced on the basis of the Biot-Savart law and its

relationship with time under different observation points is sub-

sequently drawn in Sec. II (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, hypervelocity

impact experiments on the 2AL12 target have been carried out

using a two-stage light gas gun to accelerate the 2AL12 projec-

tile of 6.4 mm to 6.2 km/s. Spiral coils are designed to measure

the electromagnetic field intensity generated by the impact in

Sec. III. The results are summarized as follows:

(A) The equation of the electron density showing that the elec-

tron density increasingly aggregates at the initial stage of

the impact and then gradually decays at a certain point and

it steeply reduces with the distance away from the impact

point basically matches the experimental results found in

many kinds of literature. In addition, a theoretical analysis

on the strength of the magnetic field demonstrates that the

intensity is significantly affected by the distance of the

observation point, which provides a theoretical basis to the

choice of measurement points in our experiments.

(B) Experimental data describe that the magnetic field

strength is an alternate pulse maintaining nearly 1 ms

and its maximum is close to 15 lT, which is strong

enough to interfere with the communication circuit and

chip in spacecrafts.

(C) Numerical simulation of the magnetic field intensity

using our experimental parameters reveals that the inten-

sity in our estimation from the previous theory tends to

be very consistent with the experimental data in the first

peak of the pulse signal.
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